A week after the U.S. government surprised many by announcing the land border with Canada would remain closed for the time being, the exact reasons for that decision remain shrouded in secrecy. Not...

There is a real sense of sisterhood in Ireland when it comes to Una Healy. Ask any Irish woman what they think of the beautiful singer/songwriter from Tipperary and they will collectively show their...


As the government gears up to make major border announcements, a new report has identified a range of opportunities presented by those New Zealanders still living overseas, reports Laura Walters. Over...

‘Power Book III: Raising Kanan’ star Mekai Curtis talks joining the ‘Power’ universe and the ‘importance’ the show has in ‘Black households’

Raising Kanan” is the second spin-off series in the “Power” universe and stars Mekai Curtis as a 15-year-old Kanan Stark.

Almost half (47 per cent) of those polled by Ipsos MORI believed that the nation would emerge from the last two brutal years in a better state than before.

Andrew Cuomo achieved a victory that remains arguably his most wide-reaching success: the legalization of same-sex marriage in New York. At a news conference celebrating the passage of the measure in ...

If you are like most people, ourselves included, you probably spend a large portion of each day in a seated position.

When abuse of power disguises as media regulation

We'd all be lost without a congenial mechanic to keep our lawn mowers and garden tillers in tip-top shape. Rich Brooks, a kindred spirit at the opposite end of the mechanical spectrum, specializes in ...

Bun B: On burgers and creating a new food empire starting in Houston

The legendary Bun B took some time to spell out why he is venturing into the burger business on the day of his first pop-up for Trill Burger. His answers are edited for length. Q: How did you guys...

The air force of 2040 – synthetically-trained, cloud-networked, space-enabled and NetZero?

TIM ROBINSON FRAeS reports from the RAF Global Air Chiefs Conference held as a blended virtual/live event in July, which saw high-level military and civilian speakers come together to debate and...

Too Often, the Right Data Isn't Getting to the Right Person (Even within Their Own Team)

Data accessibility is a pain point across and within companies, despite a recognition of the power it holds; 74% of manufacturing leaders in a PTC survey expressing their ability to leverage data...

Getting a Look Inside the BIN

Tanita Myers is the director of news operations for iHeartMedia’s Black Information Network. She discusses the inner workings and reason for the news and information source. She was interviewed by...

Social media: A powerful tool for advocacy, social good, and change

The Complex World of Wills and Testaments: Thinking Ahead and Getting it Right

The global pandemic has focused hearts and minds across the world on issues of mortality, and in the world of private wealth management, bankers, advisors, trustees and lawyers are all reporting a...

From bad boys to college, creators share the most difficult parts of creating teen shows

The last thing agencies can afford during natural disasters is for communications to go down, but many have yet to diversify their networks.

STL collaborates with Facebook Connectivity to develop Evenstar radio units for the Open RAN ecosystem

STL (NSE: STLTECH), an industry-leading integrator of digital networks, has announced a collaboration with Facebook Connectivity to design and develop 4G and 5G radio products as part of the Evenstar...

"Power Book III: Raising Kanan" star Mekai Curtis talks joining the ‘Power’ universe and the ‘importance’ the show has in ‘Black households’

The legacy of Lauren Morey: an award-winning journalist who managed to climb the ranks in a man’s world and who inspired a new generation of female editors.

The Orphan Train: New book explores the history of children placed in the care of foster families across the US.

"I am a problem...." Statue of a person in a shirt with a stick in their hand, which is a symbol of protest or resistance.

"Power Book III: Raising Kanan" star Mekai Curtis talks joining the 'Power' universe and the 'importance' the show has in 'Black households'

In the provost’s guidance, as the national security situation continues to evolve, the Provost’s Office and the Chancellor’s Office continue to work closely with the Florida Department of...